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THE RESPONDENTS ARE DIVIDED INTO TWO SAMPLES -- A CROSS SECTION SAMPLE, CONSISTING OF 1571 RESPONDENTS, AND A NEGRO SUPPLEMENT SAMPLE OF 263 RESPONDENTS. THESE LATTER WERE INTERVIEWED TO BROADEN THE BASE OF NEGRO RESPONDENTS AVAILABLE TO RESEARCHERS INTERESTED IN THE RACIAL ISSUES INVESTIGATED IN THIS STUDY; WHEN COMBINED WITH THE NEGROES IN THE CROSS SECTION SAMPLE, THIS MAKES AVAILABLE AN N OF 422 NEGRO RESPONDENTS. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE CONSTRUCTION AND USE OF THE CROSS SECTION, THE SUPPLEMENT, THE ALL NEGRO, OR THE COMBINED CROSS SECTION AND SUPPLEMENT SAMPLES,
SEE THE SECTIONS OF THIS INTRODUCTION ENTITLED "SAMPLING INFORMATION" AND "WEIGHTING INFORMATION".


>> 1964 SAMPLING INFORMATION

INDIVIDUALS INTERVIEWED IN THE 1964 ELECTION STUDY WERE A REPRESENTATIVE CROSS SECTION OF PERSONS OF VOTING AGE LIVING IN PRIVATE HOUSEHOLDS IN THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES.

THE TWELVE LARGEST METROPOLITAN AREAS OF THE UNITED STATES WERE DRAWN WITH CERTAINTY. THE REST OF THE COUNTRY WAS FORMED INTO 62 STRATA (CONTAINING TWO OR MORE PRIMARY SAMPLING UNITS), FROM EACH OF WHICH A PRIMARY SAMPLING UNIT (CONSISTING OF A COUNTY OR GROUP OF COUNTIES) WAS DRAWN WITH PROBABILITY PROPORTIONAL TO ITS 1960 POPULATION. ULTIMATELY, THE SELECTION PROCEDURE WITHIN THESE 74 PSU’S YIELDED A SAMPLE OF PRIVATE HOUSEHOLDS. RESPONDENTS WERE SELECTED FROM THESE HOUSEHOLDS BY AN OBJECTIVE PROCEDURE OF SELECTION WHICH ALLOWED NO SUBSTITUTIONS. THIS SAMPLE IS REPRESENTATIVE OF THE FOUR MAJOR REGIONS (NORTHEAST, NORTH CENTRAL, SOUTH AND WEST) OF THE UNITED STATES AS WELL AS THE ENTIRE UNITED STATES.


THE INTERVIEWS WERE CODED BY THE SRC CODING SECTION UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF POLITICAL BEHAVIOR PROGRAM STAFF MEMBERS, AND THE USUAL PRACTICE OF CHECK-CODING ONE OUT OF EVERY TEN INTERVIEWS WAS FOLLOWED. THIS RESULTED IN THE CALCULATION OF AN AVERAGE CODING ERROR OF 3.28 ERRORS PER INTERVIEW IN THE PRE-ELECTION INTERVIEWS, AND 1.74 ERRORS PER INTERVIEW IN THE POST-ELECTION INTERVIEWS.

IN ORDER TO PROVIDE A MORE REPRESENTATIVE SUBSAMPLE OF NEGROES, AN ADDITIONAL SET OF NEGROES WAS SAMPLED AND ASKED ALL OF THE APPLICABLE QUESTIONS FOUND IN THE PRE- AND POST-ELECTION INTERVIEW SCHEDULES. THE NEGROES IN THIS SAMPLE, 263, WHEN ADDED TO THE NEGROES OBTAINED IN THE CROSS SECTION SAMPLE, 159, GIVE A MORE RELIABLE DATA BASE. THE SUPPLEMENTARY NEGROES WERE SAMPLED BY DIRECTING THE INTERVIEWER TO SEGMENTS (SMALL AREAS OF 3 – 6 DWELLINGS) IN WHICH ONE OR MORE NEGRO HOUSEHOLDS HAD BEEN LOCATED IN TWO PREVIOUS STUDIES. IN GENERAL, THE PROCEDURE WAS TO SELECT ONE RESPONDENT FROM EACH NEGRO HOUSEHOLD FOUND IN THE SEGMENT. A PRECISE DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLING PROCEDURE CAN BE FOUND...
IN THE PRE-ELECTION INSTRUCTION BOOK.


>> 1964 WEIGHTING INFORMATION

THE DATA DESCRIBED BY THIS CODEBOOK MAY BE ACCESSED IN THREE DIFFERENT WAYS, YIELDING IN EFFECT THREE SEPARATE SAMPLES, EACH WITH A DIFFERENT NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS:

A. THE CROSS SECTION AND NEGRO SUPPLEMENT COMBINED SAMPLE USES ALL THE DATA CASES AVAILABLE (RAW N OF 1834), AND REQUIRES THE USE OF THE WEIGHT VARIABLE (REF. NO. 466) TO MAKE A VALID SAMPLE. IN IT, THE NON-NEGRO RESPONDENTS ARE GIVEN A WEIGHT OF THREE, WHILE NEGRO RESPONDENTS ARE WEIGHTED ONE, YIELDING A WEIGHTED N OF 4658.

NOTE: OF THE THREE VALID SAMPLES RESULTING FROM THIS DATASET, THIS IS THE ONLY ONE WHICH NEEDS TO BE WEIGHTED.

B. THE ALL-NEGRO SAMPLE USES THE 159 NEGRO RESPONDENTS FROM THE CROSS SECTION AND THE 263 NEGRO RESPONDENTS OF THE SUPPLEMENT TO YIELD AN N OF 422. THIS SAMPLE, WHICH IS SELF-WEIGHTING, MAY BE OBTAINED EITHER BY FILTERING ON THE WEIGHT VARIABLE SO AS TO USE ONLY THOSE CASES CODED 1 AND EXCLUDING ALL THOSE CODED 3 IN REF. NO. 466, OR BY FILTERING ON THE RACE VARIABLE, SELECTING ONLY THOSE CASES CODED 2 AND EXCLUDING ALL CASES CODED 1 OR 7 IN REF. NO. 183.

C. THE CROSS SECTION SAMPLE ALONE USES ONLY THE 1571 RESPONDENTS INTERVIEWED FOR THE NATIONAL CROSS SECTION, AND EXCLUDES THE SUPPLEMENT. THIS SAMPLE IS ALWAYS UNWEIGHTED, AND MAY BE OBTAINED EITHER
BY FILTERING ON THE TYPE OF INTERVIEW VARIABLE SO AS TO SELECT ONLY THOSE CASES CODED 1 OR 2 AND EXCLUDE CASES CODED 3 OR 4 IN REF. NO. 3, OR BY FILTERING ON THE INTERVIEW NUMBER SO AS TO USE ONLY THOSE CASES CODED 0001-1999 AND EXCLUDE THOSE CODED 2000-3999 IN REF. NO. 2.

NOTE THAT NO OTHER SUBSET OF THESE RESPONDENTS YIELDS A VALID SAMPLE (E.G., THE NEGRO SUPPLEMENT ALONE IS NOT A VALID SAMPLE, AND SHOULD NOT BE USED AS SUCH).

THE STUDY WAS PROCESSED ACCORDING TO ICPSR STANDARD PROCESSING PROCEDURES; THE CODE CATEGORIES WERE RECODED TO ELIMINATE AMPS AND DASHES AND TO CONFORM TO ICPSR STANDARDIZED CODES WHERE APPLICABLE, AND THE DATA WERE CHECKED FOR INCONSISTENT AND ILLEGAL CODES. THESE WERE CORRECTED BY REFERRING TO THE ORIGINAL INTERVIEW SCHEDULES. IN USING THIS CODEBOOK, SEVERAL FEATURES SHOULD BE NOTED. THE FIRST IS THAT THE TENS AND HUNDREDS DIGITS OF MOST TWO AND THREE DIGIT CODES MAY BE MEANINGFULLY USED ALONE. (THE GAPS THAT APPEAR IN SOME OF THE TWO AND THREE DIGIT STANDARDIZED CODES REPRESENT VALUES NOT USED IN THIS STUDY.) ANOTHER IS THAT IN MANY CASES, BOTH IN THE BODY OF THE CODEBOOK AND IN THE FOOTNOTES, TEXT IS BRACKETED IN < AND > SIGNS. ALL TEXT SO BRACKETED WAS NOT CONTAINED IN THE ORIGINAL CODEBOOK BUT WAS ADDED BY THE PROCESSOR, EITHER FOR EXPLANATORY PURPOSES OR IN ORDER TO MAKE VARIABLES INDEPENDENT OF ONE ANOTHER BY MAKING IT UNNECESSARY TO REFER TO ONE IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND THE TEXT OF ANOTHER. VARIABLE NAMES IN THE TABLE OF CONTENTS FOLLOWED BY AN ASTERISK HAVE SPECIAL ICPSR STANDARDIZED CODES. THOSE PRECEDED BY AN X DESIGNATE A VARIABLE DEPENDENT ON SOME OTHER VARIABLE, DUE TO THE STRUCTURE OF THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE.

The following example from the 1948 NES study provides the standard format for codebook variable documentation.

Note that NES studies which are not part of the Time-Series usually omit marginals and the descriptive content in lines 2-5 (except for variable name).

Line

1  ==============================  
2  VAR 480026    NAME-R NOT VT-WAS R REG TO VT  
3  COLUMNS 61   - 61
Q. 17. (IF R DID NOT VOTE) WERE YOU REGISTERED (ELIGIBLE) TO VOTE.

1. YES
2. NO
8. DK
9. NA
0. INAP., R VOTED
Marginals are usually provided for discrete variables. The counts may be unweighted or weighted; check the Study codebook introductory text to determine weight usage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>VARIABLE LABEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VERSION</td>
<td>NES VERSION NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSETNO</td>
<td>NES DATASET NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640001</td>
<td>ICPSR ARCHIVE NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640002</td>
<td>INTERVIEW NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640003</td>
<td>TYPE OF INTERVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640004</td>
<td>PRIMARY SAMPLING UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640005</td>
<td>PLACE IDENTIFICATION CODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640006</td>
<td>BELT CODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640007</td>
<td>SIZE CODE-CONSUMER FINANCES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640008</td>
<td>SIZE CODE-INTERIM SURVEYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640009</td>
<td>FORM OF INTEGRATION QUESTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640010</td>
<td>SAMPLING COUNTY CODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640011</td>
<td>POLITICAL BEHAVIOR COUNTY CODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640012</td>
<td>STATE CODE *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640013</td>
<td>CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640014</td>
<td>PRE-ELECTION INTERVIEW DATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640015</td>
<td>LENGTH OF INTERVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640016</td>
<td>INTERVIEWER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640017</td>
<td>CODER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640018</td>
<td>R'S PRESIDENTIAL PREDICTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640019</td>
<td>XWILL THE PRESIDENTIAL RACE BE CLOSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640020</td>
<td>DOES R CARE MUCH WHICH PARTY WINS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640021</td>
<td>WHAT IS GOOD ABOUT THE DEMOCRATS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640022</td>
<td>WHAT IS BAD ABOUT THE DEMOCRATS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640023</td>
<td>WHAT IS GOOD ABOUT THE REPUBLICANS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640024</td>
<td>WHAT IS BAD ABOUT THE REPUBLICANS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640025</td>
<td>WHAT IS GOOD ABOUT JOHNSON *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640026</td>
<td>WHAT IS BAD ABOUT JOHNSON *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640027</td>
<td>WHAT IS GOOD ABOUT GOLDWATER *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640028</td>
<td>WHAT IS BAD ABOUT GOLDWATER *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640029</td>
<td>WHO WAS THE BEST REPUBLICAN UP FOR NOMINATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640030</td>
<td>XIS GOLDWATER AS GOOD AS R'S PREFERRED NOMINEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640031</td>
<td>XIS R HAPPY THAT GOLDWATER WAS NOMINATED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640032</td>
<td>PRO-HUMPHREY OPINIONS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640033</td>
<td>ANTI-HUMPHREY OPINIONS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640034</td>
<td>PRO-MILLER OPINIONS *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640035</td>
<td>ANTI-MILLER OPINIONS *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MAJOR PROBLEMS
WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM THAT THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD SOLVE *
XTO WHAT DEGREE IS R CONCERNED ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XHOW OFTEN DOES R THINK ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XDOES R PAY ATTENTION TO NEWS ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XWHICH PARTY BEST REPRESENTS R'S VIEW ON THIS PROBLEM
WHAT IS THE SECOND MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM THAT THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD SOLVE *
XTO WHAT DEGREE IS R CONCERNED ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XHOW OFTEN DOES R THINK ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XDOES R PAY ATTENTION TO NEWS ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XWHICH PARTY BEST REPRESENTS R'S VIEW ON THIS PROBLEM
WHAT IS THE THIRD MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM THAT THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD SOLVE *
XTO WHAT DEGREE IS R CONCERNED ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XHOW OFTEN DOES R THINK ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XDOES R PAY ATTENTION TO NEWS ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XWHICH PARTY BEST REPRESENTS R'S VIEW ON THIS PROBLEM
WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM THAT THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD STAY OUT OF *
XTO WHAT DEGREE IS R CONCERNED ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XHOW OFTEN DOES R THINK ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XDOES R PAY ATTENTION TO NEWS ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XWHICH PARTY BEST REPRESENTS R'S VIEW ON THIS PROBLEM
WHAT IS THE SECOND MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM THAT THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD STAY OUT OF *
XTO WHAT DEGREE IS R CONCERNED ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XHOW OFTEN DOES R THINK ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XDOES R PAY ATTENTION TO NEWS ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XWHICH PARTY BEST REPRESENTS R'S VIEW ON THIS PROBLEM
WHAT IS THE THIRD MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM THAT THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD STAY OUT OF *
XTO WHAT DEGREE IS R CONCERNED ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XHOW OFTEN DOES R THINK ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XDOES R PAY ATTENTION TO NEWS ABOUT THIS PROBLEM
XWHICH PARTY BEST REPRESENTS R'S VIEW ON THIS PROBLEM
DOMESTIC ISSUES AND FOREIGN POLICY
OPINION ON GOVERNMENT AID TO EDUCATION
int1964.txt

640067 XHAS R MADE UP HIS MIND ON AID TO EDUCATION
640068 XWHICH PARTY REPRESENTS R'S VIEW ON AID TO EDUCATION
640069 OPINION ON GOVERNMENT AID TO PRIVATE SCHOOLS
640070 XREASONS FOR R'S OPINION ON AID TO PRIVATE SCHOOLS
640071 OPINION ON WHETHER THE GOVERNMENT IS TOO POWERFUL
640072 XHAS R MADE UP HIS MIND ON GOVERNMENTAL POWER
640073 XWHICH PARTY REPRESENTS R'S VIEW ON GOVERNMENTAL POWER
640074 OPINION ON GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIZATION OF MEDICARE
640075 XPOSITION ON GOVERNMENT SUBSIDIZATION OF MEDICARE
640076 XHAS R MADE UP HIS MIND ON MEDICAL SUBSIDIZATION
640077 XWHICH PARTY REPRESENTS R'S VIEW ON MEDICAL SUBSIDIZATION
640078 OPINION ON GOVERNMENT GUARANTEE OF JOBS
640079 XHAS R MADE UP HIS MIND ON GOVERNMENTAL JOB GUARANTEE
640080 XWHICH PARTY REPRESENTS R'S VIEW ON GOVERNMENTAL JOB GUARANTEE
640081 OPINION ON SCHOOL PRAYERS
640082 XHAS R MADE UP HIS MIND ON SCHOOL PRAYERS
640083 XWHICH PARTY FAVORS SCHOOL PRAYERS
640084 OPINION ON FOREIGN AID
640085 XHAS R MADE UP HIS MIND ON FOREIGN AID
640086 XWHICH PARTY REPRESENTS R'S VIEW ON FOREIGN AID
640087 OPINION ON THE NECESSITY OF DISCUSSING DIFFERENCES WITH COMMUNISTS
640088 XHAS R MADE UP HIS MIND ON TALKS WITH COMMUNISTS
640089 XWHICH PARTY REPRESENTS R'S VIEW ON TALKS WITH COMMUNISTS
640090 FEDERAL AID TO EDUCATION INDEX
640091 FEDERAL POWER INDEX
640092 MEDICARE INDEX
640093 LIVING STANDARDS INDEX
640094 SCHOOL PRAYERS INDEX
640095 FOREIGN AID INDEX
640096 TALKS WITH COMMUNISTS INDEX

RACE RELATIONS

640097 OPINION ON GOVERNMENT GUARANTEE OF FAIR EMPLOYMENT
640098 XHAS R MADE UP HIS MIND ON FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES FOR NEGROES
640099 XWHICH PARTY REPRESENTS R'S VIEW ON FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES FOR NEGROES
640100 OPINION ON GOVERNMENT GUARANTEE OF SCHOOL INTEGRATION
640101 XCOMMENTS ON SCHOOL INTEGRATION
640102 XHAS R MADE UP HIS MIND ON SCHOOL INTEGRATION
640103 XWHICH PARTY REPRESENTS R'S VIEW ON SCHOOL INTEGRATION
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INTEGRATION
640104 IS THERE ANY CHANGE IN THE NEGROES' POSITION IN SOCIETY
640105 OPINION ON THE SPEED OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT
640106 IS NEGRO CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVITY VIOLENT OR NOT
640107 DO NEGROES' ACTIONS HELP THEIR CAUSE
640108 WOULD R KEEP A CHILD IN AN INTEGRATED SCHOOL
640109 ARE ANY LOCAL SCHOOLS INTEGRATED
640110 MIGHT LOCAL SCHOOLS INTEGRATE
640111 DOES R WANT HIS CHILD TO GO TO AN INTEGRATED SCHOOL
640112 XR'S COMMENTS ON INTEGRATED SCHOOLS
640113 HAS BUSSING OCCURRED
640114 MIGHT BUSSING OCCUR
640115 WOULD R ACCEPT BUSSING
640116 OPINION ON HOUSING INTEGRATION
640117 WHAT DEGREE IS R CONCERNED ABOUT HOUSING INTEGRATION
640118 WHAT IS THE RACIAL COMPOSITION OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD
640119 WHAT IS THE RACIAL COMPOSITION OF THE GRADE SCHOOL
640120 WHAT IS THE RACIAL COMPOSITION OF THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
640121 WHAT IS THE RACIAL COMPOSITION OF THE HIGH SCHOOL
640122 WHAT IS THE RACIAL COMPOSITION OF R'S COWORKERS
640123 WHAT IS THE RACIAL COMPOSITION OF THE PEOPLE WHERE R SHOPS
640124 WHAT IS THE RACIAL COMPOSITION OF R'S FRIENDS
640125 WHAT NUMBER OF LOCAL NEGROES FAVOR DESEGREGATION
640126 WHAT NUMBER OF LOCAL WHITES FAVOR DESEGREGATION
640127 WHAT DEGREE OF DESEGREGATION DOES R FAVOR

FINANCIAL SITUATION OF FAMILY UNIT
640128 IS R SATISFIED FINANCIALLY
640129 TREND OF R'S FINANCES
640130 REASONS FOR FINANCIAL SITUATION
640131 R'S FUTURE FINANCIAL PROSPECTS
640132 REASONS FOR FUTURE FINANCIAL PROSPECTS
640133 WHAT WILL BE THE FINANCIAL EFFECT OF THE ELECTION
640134 REASONS FOR THE FINANCIAL EFFECT OF THE ELECTION

THE U.S. AS A WORLD POWER
640135 OPINION ON U.S. FOREIGN RELATIONS
640136 REASONS FOR FOREIGN RELATIONS OPINION
640137 WHAT HAS BEEN THE STRENGTH OF THE U.S. POSITION IN THE PAST YEAR
XREASONS FOR R'S OPINION ON U.S. STRENGTH

THE PROBLEMS OF WAR

R'S DEGREE OF WORRY ABOUT WAR
HAS THE PROBLEM OF WAR LESSENED
WHICH PARTY BEST AVOIDS WAR
XREASON THE (DEMOCRATIC) (REPUBLICAN)
PARTY AVOIDS WAR BETTER
EQUAL JOB OPPORTUNITIES INDEX
SCHOOL INTEGRATION INDEX
RESIDENTIAL INTEGRATION INDEX
PARTY IDENTIFICATION

R'S PARTY IDENTIFICATION *
DID R EVER CHANGE PARTIES *
WHEN DID R CHANGE PARTIES *
WHAT MADE R CHANGE PARTIES *
WAS R'S FATHER INTERESTED IN POLITICS
R'S FATHER'S PARTY IDENTIFICATION
WAS R'S MOTHER INTERESTED IN POLITICS
R'S MOTHER'S PARTY IDENTIFICATION

VOTING BEHAVIOR

DOES R ALWAYS VOTE IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS
DOES R ALWAYS VOTE FOR THE SAME PARTY
HOW DID R VOTE IN THE 1960 ELECTION
DOES R PAY ANY ATTENTION TO THE POLITICAL CAMPAIGN
IS R REGISTERED TO VOTE
WILL R VOTE IN NOVEMBER
WHOW WIL R VOTE FOR PRESIDENT
WHY R WILL VOTE FOR HIS PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE *
XIS R VOTING FOR THE CANDIDATE OR AGAINST THE OPPONENT CANDIDATE
IF R WOULD VOTE, HOW WOULD HE VOTE
XMOST IMPORTANT REASON R WOULD HAVE VOTED *
WOULD R VOTE FOR THE CANDIDATE OR AGAINST THE OPPONENT CANDIDATE
DID R EVER VOTE IN A PRIMARY
WHEN DID R VOTE IN A PRIMARY
XID R EVER VOTE IN THE OPPOSITE PARTY'S PRIMARY
XWHY R VOTED IN THE 1964 PRIMARY
WERE THERE CONGRESSIONAL CONTESTS IN THE PRIMARY
XHOW DID R VOTE IN THE CONGRESSIONAL PRIMARY
XTHE REASON R VOTED FOR HIS CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE *
XREASON FOR VOTING IN THE CONGRESSIONAL PRIMARY

POLITICAL EFFICACY

DO PEOPLE HAVE A SAY IN THE GOVERNMENT
IS VOTING THE ONLY WAY TO INFLUENCE THE GOVERNMENT
IS POLITICS TOO COMPLICATED TO UNDERSTAND
ARE PEOPLE'S OPINIONS UNIMPORTANT TO THE GOVERNMENT

BUILT MEASURES-INVOLVEMENT, EFFICACY

INVOLVEMENT INDEX
POLITICAL EFFICACY INDEX
PRECONVENTION FAVORITE INDEX
VOTER PREFERENCE INDEX

PERSONAL DATA

SEX OF THE RESPONDENT *
RACE OF THE RESPONDENT *

FAMILY COMPOSITION

NUMBER OF ADULTS IN THE HOUSEHOLD
RELATIONSHIP OF R TO THE HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD
AGE OF THE HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD
AGE OF THE RESPONDENT
MARITAL STATUS *
NUMBER OF CHILDREN UNDER 18
AGE OF THE YOUNGEST CHILD
NUMBER OF CHILDREN 4-1/2 AND UNDER
NUMBER OF CHILDREN 4-1/2 TO 10-1/2
NUMBER OF CHILDREN 10-1/2 TO 14-1/2
NUMBER OF CHILDREN OVER 14-1/2
NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN LOCAL SCHOOLS

FAMILY EDUCATION

EDUCATION OF THE RESPONDENT *
EDUCATION OF THE HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD *
EDUCATION OF WIFE *
COLLEGE WHERE R EARNED HIS DEGREE *
COLLEGE WHERE THE HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD EARNED HIS DEGREE *
COLLEGE WHERE R'S WIFE EARNED HER DEGREE *

OCCUPATION

OCCUPATION OF THE RESPONDENT *
XINDUSTRY CODE FOR THE RESPONDENT *
XIS R SELF-EMPLOYED
XWHAT WAS R'S OCCUPATION BEFORE RETIREMENT OR UNEMPLOYMENT *
XIN WHAT INDUSTRY DID R WORK BEFORE RETIREMENT OR UNEMPLOYMENT *
XLENGTH OF R'S UNEMPLOYMENT
XHOW RECENT IS R'S UNEMPLOYMENT
OCCUPATION OF THE HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD *
XINDUSTRY CODE FOR THE HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD *
XIS THE HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD SELF-EMPLOYED
XWHAT WAS THE OCCUPATION OF THE HEAD OF THE
HOUSEHOLD BEFORE RETIREMENT OR UNEMPLOYMENT *

XIN WHAT INDUSTRY WAS THE HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD BEFORE RETIREMENT OR UNEMPLOYMENT *

WHAT IS THE LENGTH OF UNEMPLOYMENT OF THE HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD

HOW RECENT IS THE UNEMPLOYMENT OF THE HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD

LIFE CYCLE STATUS OF THE RESPONDENT

HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD'S OCCUPATION-1952 BREAKDOWN

DOES R OR THE HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD DO WORK BESIDES FARMING

WHAT WORK IS DONE BESIDES FARMING

HOW MANY HOURS PER WEEK ARE SPENT ON A NON-FARMING OCCUPATION

HOW MANY WEEKS PER YEAR ARE SPENT ON A NON-FARMING OCCUPATION

QUESTIONS FOR FARMERS

DOES R OWN A FARM, RENT, OR WHAT

WHAT AMOUNT OF LAND DOES R FARM

WHAT KIND OF FARMING DOES R DO *

WHAT HAS BEEN THE CROP PRICE MOVEMENT IN THE LAST 4 YEARS

WHAT HAS BEEN THE EFFECT ON PRICES OF GOVERNMENTAL FARM POLICY

OPINION ON GOVERNMENT FARM SUBSIDIES

WHO IN THE HOUSEHOLD IS A UNION MEMBER

XIN WHAT UNION IS THE MEMBERSHIP *

HOW LONG HAS R BEEN A UNION MEMBER

SUBJECTIVE SOCIAL CLASS OF RESPONDENT *

DOES R FEEL CLOSEST TO MEMBERS OF HIS OWN CLASS

DOES R HAVE AN INTEREST IN THE WELFARE OF HIS OWN CLASS

WHAT IS THE SOCIAL CLASS OF THE FAMILY

WHAT IS R'S CHURCH PREFERENCE *

HOW OFTEN DOES R ATTEND CHURCH

FEELINGS TOWARD GROUPS-FEELING THERMOMETER

FEELING THERMOMETER-FARMERS

FEELING THERMOMETER-LIBERALS

FEELING THERMOMETER-SOUTHERNERS

FEELING THERMOMETER-CATHOLICS

FEELING THERMOMETER-BIG BUSINESS

FEELING THERMOMETER-DEMOCRATS

FEELING THERMOMETER-MILITARY

FEELING THERMOMETER-JEWS

FEELING THERMOMETER-WHITES

FEELING THERMOMETER-LABOR UNIONS

FEELING THERMOMETER-REPUBLICANS

FEELING THERMOMETER-EASTERNERS

FEELING THERMOMETER-PROTESTANTS

FEELING THERMOMETER-NEGROES

FEELING THERMOMETER-CONSERVATIVES

FAMILY BACKGROUND
WHAT IS R'S PLACE OF BIRTH *
ARE BOTH R'S PARENTS NATIVE BORN
WHAT WAS THE BIRTH PLACE OF R'S FATHER *
WHAT WAS THE BIRTH PLACE OF R'S MOTHER *
WHAT ARE R'S GRANDPARENTS' NATIONAL ORIGIN
WHAT IS THE MAIN NATIONALITY OF R'S FAMILY
WHAT IS R'S ATTITUDE TOWARD THE MAIN NATIONALITY OF HIS FAMILY
WHAT WAS R'S FATHER'S WORK WHEN R WAS YOUNG
WHERE DID R GROW UP *
HOW OLD WAS R WHEN HE CAME TO THIS STATE
WAS R RAISED IN THE CITY, ON A FARM, ETC.
HOW LONG HAS R LIVED IN THIS HOUSE
WHERE WAS R'S PRIOR RESIDENCE
WHAT IS THIS NEIGHBORHOOD'S AGE RELATIVE TO R'S LAST NEIGHBORHOOD
IS THIS NEIGHBORHOOD MORE OR LESS EXPENSIVE THAN R'S LAST NEIGHBORHOOD
IS THIS NEIGHBORHOOD CLOSER TO THE CITY'S CENTER THAN R'S LAST NEIGHBORHOOD
WHAT IS R'S ESTIMATED FAMILY INCOME THIS YEAR *
WHAT PERCENT OF THE INCOME IS EARNED BY THE HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD *
DOES R OWN, RENT, OR WHAT
CONTROL VARIABLE-WIFE'S BIRTH DATE
POST ELECTION
POST ELECTION SEQUENCE NUMBER
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT NUMBER
STUDY PROCEDURE
DATE OF POST ELECTION INTERVIEW
IS THIS THE SAME INTERVIEWER AS FOR THE PRE-ELECTION SURVEY
POLITICAL STUDY TIME OF THE INTERVIEW
TRAVEL STUDY TIME OF THE INTERVIEW
MASS MEDIA USAGE
HOW MUCH HAS R READ ABOUT THE ELECTION
WHICH NEWSPAPER DOES R READ MOST FOR POLITICAL OPINIONS *
DID R HEAR ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN ON THE RADIO
DID R READ ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN IN MAGAZINES
WHAT MAGAZINES DOES R READ REGULARLY *
HOW MUCH CAMPAIGN TELEVISION DID R WATCH
WHICH FORM OF MEDIA DID R FIND MOST INFORMATIVE * (SEE REF. NO. 300)
VOTING PREFERENCES
HOW DID R VOTE FOR PRESIDENT
WHAT WERE THE REASONS FOR R'S PRESIDENTIAL VOTE *
WHEN DID R MAKE HIS VOTING DECISION
HOW DID R VOTE FOR UNITED STATES SENATOR
HOW DID R VOTE FOR U.S. CONGRESSMAN
HOW DID R VOTE FOR GOVERNOR
DID R VOTE SPLIT ON LOCAL ELECTIONS
(SEE REF. NO. 301)
WHAT WAS THE MAIN REASON R DID NOT VOTE
KNOWLEDGE OF CANDIDATES
WHERE IS GOLDWATER FROM
WHAT IS GOLDWATER'S RELIGION
WHERE IS JOHNSON FROM
WHAT IS JOHNSON'S RELIGION

PARTY DIFFERENCES
WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE PARTIES-
DEMOCRATIC MENTION
WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE PARTIES-
REPUBLICAN MENTION

MASS MEDIA USAGE INDEX

SPLIT TICKET PATTERNS

WHICH PARTY IS MOST CONSERVATIVE
WHAT REASONS FOR DEMOCRATIC PARTY CONSERVATISM DOES R MENTION
WHAT REASONS FOR REPUBLICAN PARTY CONSERVATISM DOES R MENTION

KNOWLEDGE OF CONGRESSIONAL COMPOSITION
AND CANDIDATES

WHICH PARTY HAD THE PRE-ELECTION CONGRESSIONAL MAJORITY
WHICH PARTY ELECTED MOST CONGRESSMEN
WHAT WERE THE NAMES OF THE DISTRICT CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATES
DID BOTH PARTIES RUN CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATES
NUMBER OF CORRECT REFERENCES TO THE CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATES
DID R HEAR ANYTHING ABOUT THE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
DID R HEAR ANYTHING ABOUT THE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
IS EITHER CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE AN INCUMBENT

POLITICAL ACTIVITY
DID R EVER TRY INFLUENCING OTHERS' VOTES
DID R EVER GO TO POLITICAL MEETINGS
DID R EVER WORK FOR A PARTY OR CANDIDATE
DID R EVER BELONG TO A POLITICAL CLUB OR
ORGANIZATION
640317 DID R DISPLAY CAMPAIGN LITERATURE
640318 DID R EVER WRITE AN OPINION TO AN OFFICIAL
640319 WHAT WAS THE NUMBER OF LETTERS WRITTEN TO OFFICIALS IN THE LAST 4 YEARS
640320 WHAT WAS THE NUMBER OF LETTERS WRITTEN TO CONGRESSMEN
640321 DID R EVER WRITE TO AN EDITOR
640322 WHAT WAS THE NUMBER OF LETTERS WRITTEN TO EDITORS
640323 R'S DEGREE OF INTEREST IN THE CAMPAIGN
640324 DOES R FOLLOW GOVERNMENT ACTIVITY

CONTACTED BY PARTIES
640325 HOW MANY TIMES WAS R CONTACTED BY THE PARTIES
640326 HOW MANY TIMES WAS R CONTACTED BY REPUBLICANS
640327 HOW MANY TIMES WAS R CONTACTED BY DEMOCRATS
640328 WHAT DID THE PARTY CONTACT TALK ABOUT

CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS
640329 DID R HEAR OF THE POLITICAL FUND DRIVE
640330 DID R ASK PEOPLE FOR CAMPAIGN MONEY
640331 WAS R ASKED FOR CAMPAIGN MONEY
640332 WHICH PARTY ASKED R FOR MONEY
640333 HOW WAS R ASKED TO GIVE MONEY
640334 DID R Know THE PERSON WHO ASKED FOR MONEY
640335 DID R MAKE A CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION THIS YEAR
640336 WHICH PARTY DID R GIVE MONEY TO
640337 DID R GIVE MONEY TO ANOTHER REQUESTING PARTY
640338 SHOULD R GIVE IF HE WERE ASKED
640339 WHAT IS R'S POSITION ON TAX DEDUCTIBLE CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS
640340 REASONS FOR POSITION ON TAX DEDUCTIBLE CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS
640341 SHOULD THE GOVERNMENT GIVE AID TO PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGNS
640342 REASONS FOR POSITION ON GOVERNMENT AID TO CAMPAIGNS
640343 DOES R PREFER TO CONTRIBUTE TIME OR MONEY

DOMESTIC ISSUES AND FOREIGN POLICY
640344 OPINIONS ON GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
640345 HAS R MADE UP HIS MIND ON GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP OF PUBLIC UTILITIES (SEE REF. NO. 382)
640346 WHICH PARTY FAVORS GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
640347 OPINION ON TRADE WITH COMMUNISTS
640348 R'S OPINION FIRM ON TRADE WITH COMMUNISTS (SEE REF. NO. 383)
640349 WHICH PARTY FAVORS TRADE WITH COMMUNISTS
640350 OPINION ON U.S. INVOLVEMENT IN VIETNAM
640351 SHOULD WE DO IN VIETNAM
640352 WHAT KIND OF GOVERNMENT DOES CHINA HAVE. IS
IT A MEMBER OF THE UNITED NATIONS
640353 WHAT SHOULD OUR GOVERNMENT DO IF CHINA IS
ADMITTED TO THE UNITED NATIONS
640354 WHAT FORM OF GOVERNMENT DOES CUBA HAVE
640355 WHAT SHOULD THE U.S. DO WITH CUBA
640356 WHICH IS THE MOST IMPORTANT ISSUE—VIETNAM,
CUBA, OR CHINA

SUPREME COURT
640357 WHICH ACTIONS OF THE SUPREME COURT DOES R
FAVOR
640358 WHICH ACTIONS OF THE SUPREME COURT IS R
AGAINST
640359 WHICH SUPREME COURT JUSTICES DOES R MENTION

PERSONAL COMPETENCE
640360 DOES R FEEL HIS LIFE WORKS AS HE HAS
PLANNED IT
640361 DOES R HAVE GOOD LUCK OR NOT
640362 DO R'S PLANS WORK AS EXPECTED

STRONG MINDEDNESS
640363 DOES R USUALLY WIN ARGUMENTS
640364 DOES R HAVE STRONG OPINIONS OR NOT
640365 IS IT HARD TO CHANGE R'S MIND

AWARENESS OF, AND FEELINGS TOWARD, VARIOUS
ORGANIZATIONS
640366 HAS R HEARD ABOUT THE NAACP
640367 FEELING THERMOMETER—NAACP
640368 HAS R EVER HEARD ABOUT THE ADA
640369 FEELING THERMOMETER—ADA
640370 HAS R HEARD ABOUT THE CAC
640371 FEELING THERMOMETER—CAC
640372 HAS R HEARD ABOUT THE KU KLUX KLAN
640373 FEELING THERMOMETER—KU KLUX KLAN
640374 HAS R EVER HEARD OF CORE
640375 FEELING THERMOMETER—CORE
640376 HAS R HEARD OF BLACK MUSLIMS
640377 FEELING THERMOMETER—BLACK MUSLIMS
640378 HAS R HEARD OF THE JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY
640379 FEELING THERMOMETER—JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY
640380 HAS R HEARD OF THE U.S. COMMunist PARTY
640381 FEELING THERMOMETER—UNITED STATES COMMunist
PARTY
640382 GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP OF PUBLIC
UTILITIES INDEX
640383 TRADE WITH COMMUNISTS INDEX

POLITICAL GROUP MEMBERSHIP
640384 DOES R BELONG TO VARIOUS POLITICAL GROUPS
640385 WHICH GROUPS DOES R BELONG
640386 DID R EVER BELONG TO POLITICAL GROUPS
640387 WHICH GROUPS DID R BELONG
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GOVERNMENT RESPONSIVENESS

WHAT EFFECT ON POLICY DO PEOPLE'S WANTS HAVE
DOES PARTY POLICY HAVE AN EFFECT ON GOVERNMENT POLICY
DO ELECTIONS FOCUS ATTENTION ON THE PEOPLE'S WANTS
DO CONGRESSMEN PAY ATTENTION TO THEIR CONSTITUENTS
IS FREQUENT CHANGE OF GOVERNMENT CONTROL GOOD

NOSTALGIA

WAS LIFE BEST IN THE U.S. 50 YEARS AGO
ARE PEOPLE MORE SATISFIED TODAY
IS BEING MORAL HARDER TODAY

TRUST PEOPLE (ROSENBERG)

CAN MOST PEOPLE BE TRUSTED
ARE MOST PEOPLE HELPFUL OR SELFISH
ARE PEOPLE GENERALLY ALTRUISTIC

POLITICAL CYNICISM

WHAT DEGREE OF DISHONESTY IS IN THE GOVERNMENT
DOES THE GOVERNMENT WASTE TAXES
TO WHAT DEGREE DOES R TRUST THE GOVERNMENT TO DO RIGHT
DO GOVERNMENT PEOPLE KNOW THEIR JOBS
IS THE GOVERNMENT RUN TO THE BENEFIT OF ALL

KNOWLEDGE OF CIVIL RIGHTS BILL AND OPINION ON ACCOMMODATIONS SECTION

DID THE PRESIDENT, CONGRESS ACT IN CIVIL RIGHTS
XDID GOLDWATER VOTE FOR THE CIVIL RIGHTS BILL
DID THE GOVERNMENT SUPPORT NEGRO PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS RIGHTS
OPINION ON NEGRO PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS RIGHTS
IS HIS OPINION FIRM (SEE REF. NO. 422)
XWHICH PARTY FAVORS NEGRO PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS RIGHTS

RELIGION AND POLITICS

IS R'S MINISTER IN FAVOR OF SEGREGATION
XDOES R'S CHURCH DISCUSS ELECTION CAMPAIGNS
XDOES R'S CHURCH FAVOR A PARTICULAR CANDIDATE
WHAT IS R'S VIEW OF THE BIBLE

ELECTION DAY PREDICTIONS BY NETWORKS
DID R PREDICT THE ELECTION RESULT
DID R HEAR RADIO, TELEVISION, ELECTION AFTERNOON AND EVENING
XIDID R HEAR PREDICTIONS ELECTION NIGHT
XON WHICH NETWORK DID R HEAR PREDICTIONS
XIDID RADIO OR TELEVISION INFLUENCE R'S PREDICTION
XIDID R HEAR PREDICTIONS BEFORE OR AFTER VOTING
XAT WHAT TIME DID R VOTE
NEGRO PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS RIGHTS INDEX

VOTER VALIDATION STUDY

RESPONDENT TYPE
R'S REGISTRATION ON NOVEMBER 3, 1964
DID R VOTE ON NOVEMBER 3, 1964
R'S REGISTRATION ON NOVEMBER 6, 1962
DID R VOTE ON NOVEMBER 6, 1962
R'S REGISTRATION ON NOVEMBER 8, 1960
DID R VOTE ON NOVEMBER 8, 1960

MONTH OF THE EARLIEST RECORD
YEAR OF THE EARLIEST RECORD
DID R VOTE IN THE 1964 STATE PRIMARY
WHAT OTHER ELECTIONS DID R VOTE IN AFTER 1960
MONTH OF THE MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
YEAR OF THE MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
MONTH OF THE SECOND MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
YEAR OF THE SECOND MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
MONTH OF THE THIRD MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
YEAR OF THE THIRD MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
MONTH OF THE FOURTH MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
YEAR OF THE FOURTH MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
MONTH OF THE FIFTH MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
YEAR OF THE FIFTH MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
MONTH OF THE SIXTH MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
YEAR OF THE SIXTH MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
MONTH OF THE SEVENTH MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
YEAR OF THE SEVENTH MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
MONTH OF THE EIGHTH MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
YEAR OF THE EIGHTH MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
MONTH OF THE NINTH MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
YEAR OF THE NINTH MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
MONTH OF THE TENTH MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
YEAR OF THE TENTH MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
MONTH OF THE ELEVENTH MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
YEAR OF THE ELEVENTH MOST RECENT OTHER VOTE
OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND VOTE INDEX, 1964
DEFINITE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND VOTE
RACE OF THE INTERVIEWER

PARTISANSHIP INDICES

PARTISANSHIP INDEX
JOHNSON REFERENCES